
 

The Google Tag Manager method 

The first thing to check is that Google Tag Manager is being output on your Order Complete 

page. This will be the case for the majority of Shopify Plus websites, but not for the Shopify 

Basic and Standard tiers. This will also depend on how your GTM container code is being 

output: via being coded in the theme.liquid, output via the Universal Analytics additional 

scripts field, via a third-party app, or a different method. 

To nip any confusion or lengthy detective work in the bud, you can put through a test 

purchase on the site, giving you a ‘genuine’ view of the output upon purchase. The presence 

of GTM can be confirmed by: 

Performing the purchase process with GTM preview mode enabled – does it properly detect 

the page load sequence upon Order Complete? 

 

 

Using the Tag Assistant Legacy plug-in for Chrome, making sure to enable it before 

completing the order to ensure it will be properly reporting on the order complete page. 

 

 

 

By searching for your GTM ID in the Elements tab of the Developer Console whilst viewing 

the Order Complete page 



 

 

 

 

If the container script isn’t being output, you can simply install the GTM container snippet, 

which can be found by here within your Google Tag Manager container interface: 

 
 

Then copy the first snippet to the clipboard: 

 

And then paste this into the Settings -> Checkout -> Order status page -> Additional scripts 

box within the Shopify back-end: 

 



 

 

Regardless of whether it was already there or whether you have just placed the GTM script, 

you’ll want to place some additional script in here after the GTM script. This extra code will 

convert Checkout Object variables into Data Layer variables that can be then turned into 

GTM variables. What’s more, a prefix and suffix have been added to ensure it only fires 

upon the purchase action and not on subsequent views of the order complete page, 

ensuring the accuracy of your conversion count: 

 

 

You may also see here that I have added some additional, non-enhanced conversion-related 

variables that will still be useful for me to track in conjunction with my Google Ads 

conversion tag, such as the order revenue for conversion value and order number for an 

added layer of protection against duplication. 

Once placed and saved, you then have to continue to hookup with GTM itself. Create a new 

workspace (especially important if there’s more than one person likely to be making 

updates within your GTM container). 

 

And then create the following GTM variables within the Variables section: 



 

 

Then, you need to create a User-Provided Data variable. This recently added variable type is 

used specifically for Google Enhanced Conversions use: 

 

Once completed, create a new trigger to ensure that your Google Ads Conversion Tag is 

firing at the same time that the Data Layer variables are present: 



 

 

 

And then finally, edit your existing Google Ads Conversion for purchases (or create a new 

one if this currently does not exist) to reference the new User-Provided Data variable: 

 

 

Here’s where you’ll also apply the other variables we’ve made for Conversion Value and 

Transaction ID if they are not already set. 

 



 

Whilst this should work right off the bat upon publishing, it’s recommended that you 

preview and test this before it hits the live site, just in case there are any unforeseen issues 

that may occur. Simply go into preview mode and perform a test purchase, making sure to 

properly check the contents of the Google Ads Conversion Tag upon the ShopifyPurchase 

event in the timeline: 

 

Once all is tested, confirmed and ready to deploy, simply hit the Publish button in the GTM 

interface, making sure to leave notes explaining the changes made for reference. Not only 

does this help any other members of your team or any third parties identify what has been 

done, but if your short-term memory is anything like mine, it will provide a handy reminder 

for yourself as well. 


